
Assess and manage risks across your business ecosystem
Global organizations are relying more on third party vendors, partners, 
supply chains and external digital services. And as firms move to the 
cloud, access and proprietary information is being shared across a 
dynamic ecosystem of potentially hundreds of separate entities, each 
with vastly different security protocols. 

Coupled with regulatory expansion, the risk is off the charts—particularly 
for companies in highly regulated industries like financial services and 
healthcare. But effectively assessing and managing a jumble of constantly 
changing independent security risks can be difficult, time consuming and 
expensive for your internal IT and security teams.

Edgile’s Trusted Ecosystem vendor risk management service simplifies 
the process of identifying, assessing, compiling, categorizing, and 
monitoring risks external to your organization.

Edgile Trusted Ecosystem
Integrated third party security risk 
management and compliance
GOVERNANCE, RISK AND COMPLIANCE     Cloud Security

By 2020, 75% of 
Fortune 500 companies 
will treat vendor risk 
management as a 
board-level initiative to 
mitigate brand and 
reputation risk.
- Gartner Research

Program Development

• Process definition
• Vendor classification
• Survey buildout

Online Assessments

• End-to-end online execution
• Exception handling
• Risk read-out with business

Onsite Assessments        

• Vendors reviews done onsite
• Complete reports
• Priced per assessment



Enterprise benefits 
• Dedicated expertise. Outsourcing third party risk 
   management frees your internal security teams to focus  
   on other high value programs.
• Comprehensive compliance. Edgile’s iGRC Content Library
   delivers up-to-date laws and regulations synchronized to 
   your specific industry and business strategies. 

How it works
Our risk analysts use third-party questionnaire responses to build a detailed risk evaluation specific to each vendor. 
Comprehensive reports then categorize, prioritize, and benchmark risks in areas such as compliance, cybersecurity, 
and business policies. Your teams have access to an intuitive executive dashboard where they can get a 
comprehensive view of the entire program or do a deep dive into the granular data. And it’s all integrated into 
your RSA Archer GRC risk management platform.

Edgile’s Trusted Ecosystem gives your security and compliance teams a simplified way to manage risks associated 
with vendors that extend the enterprise beyond the classic employer-employee model. It can significantly reduce 
risk and improve the efficiency of meeting compliance requirements. This is critical for all modern enterprises, 
especially those with private customer relationships, those with scale, and those that are highly regulated.

• Offers visibility to the complete lifecycle of third-party relationships
• Identifies and classifies third-party risks to streamline remediation
• Addresses vendor security gaps immediately and on contract renewals
• Keeps secure logs of all third-party information and communications
• Implements a clear workflow with automated scheduling and notifications
• Provides a secure interface for third-party information gathering separate from your in-house 
   risk management platform  
• Issues alerts for any vendor non-compliance

Edgile’s / RSA Archer Trusted Eco-System Platform

Enterprise Risk Platform Assessment Engine
Combine and Assessments / Separate Results

iGRC Content Library
Over 350 Regulations and Security Frameworks Mapped

• Platform integration. Works with RSA Archer 
   and other risk management platforms for 
   maximum implementation flexibility.
• Cost efficiency. The service is offered on a fixed 
   cost, contract basis for ease in long-term 
   budgeting and board approvals.

Edgile: We Secure the Modern EnterpriseSM

Edgile is the trusted cyber risk and regulatory compliance partner to the world’s leading organizations, providing consulting, managed 
services, and harmonized regulatory content. We secure the modern enterprise by developing on-premises and cloud programs that 
increase business agility and create a competitive advantage for our clients. To learn more, visit edgile.com.


